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From stellar spectra to chemical abundances

--Task 5.2 --
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Observations Theory / models



3D corrections of stellar chemical abundances

--Task 5.1 --

Idea: improve the accuracy of stellar abundances by accounting

for the 3D structure imprinted on stellar atmospheres by convection

3D hydrodynamic

model atmospheres:

Realistic representation

of surface convection

(stellar granulation)

Magnetic fields &

impact of starspots

is usually ignored
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http://www.astro.uu.se/~bf/co5bold_main.html

Realistic simulations of 

stellar surface convection 

designed for direct comparison

with real stars (Freytag et al. 2012)

+ NLTE3D + Linfor3D

 synthetic spectra

 stellar chemical abundances

3D radiation-magneto-hydrodynamics Code

Essential tools: CO5BOLD, NLTE3D, Linfor3D
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CIFIST grid of CO5BOLD 3D model atmospheres

Ludwig et al. (2009) 

+ continual updates
Task 5.1:

Grid update,

additional models

as needed

Custom models

for individual

targets of interest
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Synthetic spectra: full 3D NLTE approach

-- the most ambitious option for Task 5.1 --

NLTE3D: consistent 3D radiation field J (x,y,z; t)

J (x,y,z)  SE  departure coefficients bi (x,y,z; t)

feed departure coefficients to 3D line formation code Linfor3D

 high fidelity synthetic spectra (line asymmetry & Doppler shifts)

Challenges of full 3D NLTE approach:

• need for NLTE3D code development

• construction of custom model atoms
• Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, La, Hf, Pb, Fe, Rb ?

• time consuming, high computing costs
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Lithium 

model atom  

26 levels

123 transitions

(Klevas, et al. 

2016)

• 3D Radiation field J(x,y,z),  : UV .. IR

• Photo-ionization rates for all levels i

NLTE3D: non-LTE line formation 

in 3D stellar atmospheres

CO5BOLD local box simulation

• 3D solution of statistical equilibrium

 departure coefficients bi(x,y,z)
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Synthetic spectra: 1.5D approximation

-- a less ambitious option for Task 5.1 --

Idea:

treat each column of 3D model as a 1D atmosphere (~10 000)

use established 1D NLTE code to compute departure coefficients

feed departure coefficients to 3D line formation code Linfor3D

 high fidelity synthetic spectra (line asymmetry & Doppler shifts)

Advantages w.r.t. full 3D NLTE approach:

• availability of tested model atoms

• reduced computing costs
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3D corrections of stellar chemical abundances

--Task 5.1 --

Direct fitting of observed stellar spectra with 3D non-LTE 

synthetic line profiles very demanding, limited to few stars.

Alternatively, 1D LTE fitting + 3D NLTE corrections can 

achieve comparable results at lower cost.
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3D corrections of stellar chemical abundances

--Task 5.1 --

Idea: correction of 1D-LTE (1D-NLTE) abundances for 3D effects

for selected spectral lines of interest compute abundance

corrections 1 (Teff, log g, AX), 3 (Teff, log g, AX) such that 

A(3D_NLTE) = A(1D-LTE) + 1 + 3 = A(1D-NLTE) + 3

Task 5.2                         Task 5.2

Provide corrections for (sub-areas of) the 3D model atmosphere

grid as Tables for interpolation or analytic approximations
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Example Li 6707: 3D NLTE – 1D LTE corrections

Mott et al. (2020)      [see also Wang et al. (2021)]
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Task 5.1: web-based interface for 3D corrections:
Make results accessible to the (nuclear-) astrophysics community

https://pages.aip.de/li67nlte3d/

http://www.inspect-stars.com/

http://nlte.mpia.de/gui-siuAC_secE.php

https://github.com/ellawang44/Breidablik

Examples of available

web services providing

3D / 1D NLTE corrections
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Concluding remarks

ChETEC INFRA provides funding for a post-doc located at AIP

to ensure that the goals of Task 5.1 can be achieved

Strategy to address the challenges of Task 5.1 in preparation

Needed: input from community (WP6) to narrow down the 

scope of the project:

• which type of stars are most relevant (dwarfs, giants, CEMP stars, AGB) ?

• which chemical elements (spectral lines) are most crucial?

Needed: help from (additional?) associated partners:

• Construction of dedicated model atoms
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